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WINTER IN SARAJEVO

Enjoy your winter holiday on Sarajevo mountains. This package is perfect for those who have never seen snow or those
coming from hot and tropical climates.

WINTER IN SARAJEVO AND BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA

Visit Sarajevo in winter and enjoy our country rich in natural beauties. Spend 7 days in Sarajevo with 3 nights in Old
Town Bascarsija and 3 nights on Sarajevo Olympic mountain Trebevic. Enjoy in Sarajevo with still remaining spirit
of Winter Olympic games of ’84. This package is perfect for travelers who comes from hot climates and want to
spend their winter holidays enjoying the snow on our mountains. For those who enjoy the skiing or other mountain
and winter activities, there are optional skiing tickets that can be included upon request.

DESCRIPTION:

Package includes historic tour of Old Town Sarajevo and a visit to Tunnel of Hope, Sarajevo War Museum. To relax
you from difficult war subject, we included a visit to Sarajevo favorite park, Vrelo Bosne. Vrelo Bosne is simply
marvelous during the winter. Some find it more beautiful than during summer with frozen river flow and snow on
the tree branches. Surely a wonderful place for great photography.
Apart from Sarajevo, we also planned a visit to Herzegovina and its cities Mostar, Konjic and Blagaj. Mostar is a
world famous city with its Old Bridge, an UNESCO monument that proudly stands above the green Neretva river.
Konjic is a small town dating from Ottoman empire. Blagaj, with its source of river Buna, is truly a hidden gem in
our country and you will be amazed with the energy of this unique place.
To truly feel the Sarajevo winter we planned 3 nights on Trebevic mountain in Pino Nature hotel. Pino Nature hotel
is a 4* hotel that is considered a mountain architectural marvel. Hotel is surrounded by fantastic and fresh green
setting and it facilitates a SPA and Wellness accessories. Also it is worth noting that hotel restaurants offer a large
variety of Halal meals perfect for our Muslim travelers.
Apart from Trebevic mountain, the package also includes a visits to our other Olympic mountains, Bjelasnica, Igman
and Jahorina. Here you can enjoy a large variety of winter sports or activities for adults or children. There are options
of ski passes and tickets that can be included in the package upon request.

This package is perfect for solo travelers, couples or families with children. In 7 days time you have enough time to
take the most of your winter holidays.
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PRICE: 933 € per person

INCLUSIONS:


3 nights in 4* hotel “Aziza” in Sarajevo



3 nights in 4* hotel “Pino Nature” on Trebevic mountain



Private tours with English speaking guide



Airport transfers



Private transport in modern and comfortable vehicle



Breakfast at the hotel every day



All taxes, parking fees, fuel, highway and road costs

EXCLUSIONS:


Meals and drinks



Tips for guide



Entrance fees where needed



Airplane tickets



Travel insurance



Porterage



Personal spendings



Ski Passes/tickets on mountains
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Day 1 - Sarajevo
Our guides will meet you at Sarajevo International Airport, take you to your hotel for check in and make a short
introduction about the city. You will have rest of the day for leisure and relax from exhausting flight. Overnight at
4* hotel in Sarajevo.

Day 2 - Sarajevo
After the rich breakfast at the hotel our guide will meet you at the lobby for the start of the tours. You will be
transferred to Sarajevo Old Town Bascarsija for a 2 hours Sarajevo Walking Tour. On the tour you will find out all
about the city's turbulent past from its early days of Ottoman empire, its Austro-Hungarian occupation, Yugoslav
period all the way to modern times and its unfortunate war events of 90's. After the tour, take some time to explore
the city core and do some shopping. Next stop of the tour is Sarajevo Tunnel Museum - Tunnel of Hope. Here you
will feel how it was like to pass through the only exit and entrance to the city during the Sarajevo siege. You will
watch a short documentary and hear stories from people who survived it all. To relax from the difficult subjects of
the war, next stop of the day is Vrelo Bosne nature park - source of river Bosna. Vrelo Bosne is a peaceful setting
ideal for relaxation. Transfer to hotel. Overnight at 4* hotel in Sarajevo.

Day 3 - Mostar, Konjic & Blagaj
After the breakfast at the hotel and check out, our guide will meet you to take you to the sunny and warm part of
our country, Herzegovina. Your first stop will be the highlight of the tour. Your guide will take you to Mostar and its
Old Town. You will visit its world famous UNESCO Heritage site, worldwide known Mostar Old Bridge where you
will hear all the legends and stories about this amazing example of Ottoman architecture from 16th century. After
the tour you will be transferred to your hotel for a check in and a short break. Final stop of the tour is a small town
Blagaj. Blagaj is known as a pearl of Herzegovina and one of the most visited touristic sites in Bosnia & Herzegovina.
With its beautiful source of river Buna, Blagaj represents an unique touristic place. Here we can try the best fish in
the whole country and visit an old Blagaj Dervish House. After a wonderful day enriched by history and natural
beauty of Herzegovina region, enjoy a short trip back to Sarajevo. Overnight at 4* hotel in Sarajevo.

Day 4 - Trebevic Mountain
Breakfast at the hotel. Check out. Our guide will meet you at your hotel to take you to Trebevic mountain and it's
hotel Pino Nature. Trebevic is some 20 minutes from Sarajevo and it offers many activities for children and
interesting spots for adults as well. First stop is Brus recreation area with numerous activities, small ZOO, walking
paths and restaurants. Brus is also perfect place to make a picnic or just enjoy the mountain air. Transfer to hotel
Pino Nature for check in. Next stop of the tours is Sarajevo Bobsleigh, a remaining monument of Sarajevo 1984
Olympic Games. For the end of the mountain tour we planned a visit to Sunnyland amusement park. Sunnyland is
perfect place for children with its Alpine roller coaster. Adults can take a perfect panoramic photos overlooking
Sarajevo. Our guide will take you also to a short shopping tour to Sarajevo shopping area. Transfer back to hotel.
Overnight at 4* hotel in Sarajevo.
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Day 5 - Bjelasnica & Igman - Olympic Mountains
Breakfast at the hotel. Our guide will be waiting at the hotel lobby to pick you up for the tour to the mountains.
Your first stop will be Igman mountain and its Ski Jumping hill, a leftover from the 1984 Olympic games. Here you
will find out more about the Olympic Games and the time when Sarajevo was the center of the world. Next stop is
Bjelasnica mountain, which hosted Ski disciplines, downhill and slalom. Nowadays Bjelasnica is a modern Ski
destination with hotels and apartments all around. Here you can have a walk in the nature, cable car ride to the top
of the mountain, rent a quad or simply enjoy the coffee or a tea overlooking the valley. We also offer optional Ski
passes/tickets for those interested in skiing on our Bjelasnica mountain. Transfer back to hotel for a leisure
afternoon. Overnight at 4* hotel in Sarajevo.

Day 6 - Jahorina Mountain
Breakfast at the hotel. Guide will pick you up at your hotel to take you to Jahorina mountain. The Jahorina ski
resort is situated on the slopes of Jahorina. It is the largest and the most popular ski resort in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, being popular destination for alpine skiing, snowboarding, hiking and sledding. We also offer optional
ski passes/tickets for those interested in skiing on many of Jahorina ski tracks. Also, for the last day of your winter
holiday in Sarajevo, we offer options of switching the day to some other tours we offer. Transfer back to hotel.
Overnight at hotel in Trebevic mountain.

Day 7 - Sarajevo
Breakfast at the hotel. Check out. Transfer to Sarajevo International Airport. Departure. End of program.
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